Ifarm360
Empowering farmers to farm as a business
Small-scale farmers are the Key to ending Hunger and poverty.
But

Over 90% of Sub-Saharan Africa’s 48 million smallholder farmers lack access to agrifinance and tools to double their productivity.

1. The world bank group
Our Solution

Let's farm and earn together!

Grow your money while empowering farmers in Kenya to produce more, promote food security, and improve livelihoods.

I'm an investor
I'm a farmer

As featured in the news:
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Africa
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TECHMORAN
BiLab Africa

START CHAT

Have a look at ifarm360.com
How it Works

Find markets  future contracts with large off-takers
Onboard farmers  mobilize farmer groups
Raise funds  mobilize funds from crowd investors
Start production  inputs and farmer support to increase yields
Farmers bring produce to our hubs  farmer revenue
Sale & payback  investor payback, ifarm revenue
Farmer benefits

**Affordable credit**
Farmers access credit on input costs that is only recovered after harvest

**Know how**
Access to knowledge and technology via expert agronomists

**Farm mechanization & tools**
Access to mechanization and tools like solar irrigation

**Market access**
Guaranteed sales. No post-harvest losses due to prearranged contracts
Impact

Up to date we have achieved the following:

+1,000 Smallholder farmers

$105,300+ Managed investments

$30,500+ Investment paybacks

$65,000+ Farmer earnings
Our Impact in pictures
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